


Editor’s Voice

Hosted by the Asian Film 
Archives and supported 
by the National Library 
Board, Singapore, the 
19th South East Asia 
– Pacific Audiovisual 
Archives Association 
(SEAPAVAA) conference 
took place from the 
22nd to the 28th April 
at the spectacular NLB 
premises situated within 
the famous Bugis area  in Singapore.  The week-long event had a Trade 
show and Symposium inaugurated by the Minister for Communications 
and Information, Singapore, Institutional Visits to the National Archives 
of Singapore, a visit to the wonderfully equipped Library @ Esplanade, 
events focusing on Restoration of films in Asia and about Asia, enjoyable 
opening and closing ceremonies at exclusive locales and excursions to the 
most scenic spots within the Island Nation.

As many as 48 papers were presented during the conference on topics such 
as Archival Advocacy, Archival Repatriation, Professional Development, 
Repurposing of Archives, Technical, Organizational & Professional 
Sustainability and Risks faced by Archives. The Theme for this years’ 
Conference was ADVOCATE. CONNECT. ENGAGE and the Mission being 
‘to Save, Explore and Share the Art of Asian Cinema ‘.

With representations from nearly 20 participating Nations and a delegation 
of approximately 40 members, it was a good platform for learning, meeting 
specialists in the field of Archival and Restoration services, reaching out 
to South East Asian and Asia Pacific markets to offer Digitization and 
Restoration services and also to interact with like-minded people on 
related topics.

Mr. Paul Stambaugh, Mr. Sai Prasad and  Mrs. Jaya Vasant  made up the 
Prasad Team and showcased the Restoration works taken up in the last 
few years for the International and domestic markets. The projects were 
much appreciated and our Mission continues, ‘To Service - for Conserving, 
Preserving, Restoring the Culture through Visual Media’.

Jayavasant - Senior Manager, International Client Relations 

The path to success is never a bed of 
Roses. This is very much true in the case 
of our founder Mr.L.V.Prasad who had 
to undergo untold misery and struggle 
while pursuing his passion to become 
successful in the film industry. What 
he was at the peak of his career was 
due to his sheer determination and hard 
work. But he never wanted the young 
and aspiring film makers to undergo the 
same kind of struggle and dreamt of an 
institute that can offer formal training to 
them so that their sailing is smooth and 
they can achieve more.

His dream was realized when L.V.Prasad 
Film & TV Academy was established 
in the year 2005 by his illustrious 
son Mr.Ramesh Prasad. And the good 
work is being carried forward by his 
grandson Mr.Sai Prasad who has plans 
to take it to next level. Since inception 
LVPA has produced more than 300 
film makers and professionals including 
Directors, Cinematographers, Editors 
and Sound Designers who are strong 
in fundamentals with exposure to the 
latest in technology and best practices 
of the industry. The short films made 
by students as part of their training has 
won awards and accolades in many 
National and International film festivals 
of repute and most of the alumni are 
gainfully employed under leading 
industry professionals. Some of them 
have become successful independent 
directors, cinematographers and editors 
as well at a young age in main stream 
cinema.

This year LVPA is celebrating its tenth 
year of service to the industry and 
student community and the time is 
ripe for us to introspect and re-dedicate 
ourselves to take the Academy to the next 
level. The support of our proactive and 
professional faculty who are positively 
driven with a mission to make LVPA 
a center of excellence for film studies 
has been very encouraging to both the 
academy and its students.

19th SEAPAVAA Conference

S.Sivaraman - Editor



National Library of Norway installs second Scanity in quest to 
become ‘Modern Digital National Library’
The National Library of Norway has recently installed a state of the art film scanner from dft. The Scanity 
HDR film scanner, from dft, is the second purchased by the National Library, which leads the way as a new 
modern digital national library and the nations ‘national memory bank’, safeguarding the collection for future 
generations.

The National Library is systematically digitizing and archiving its entire collection of newspapers, pictures, 
books, sound, manuscripts, film and parliamentary reports - from the middle ages to present day materials. 
Huge progress has been made, and the library is already able to offer online copies of all books, published up 
to 2000, to anyone with a Norwegian IP address.

The Library holds copies of all Norwegian films, videos and television programs, in addition to many foreign 
films distributed in Norway – as well as an important collection of documents (such as posters, stills and 
scripts) related to films distributed in Norway. Located in Mo i Rana and Oslo, the team responsible for digitizing 
the film content have been tasked with completing the entire film collection of over 21,000 titles before 2030 
– a significant project in itself. Martin Weiss, Audiovisual preservation specialist at the National Library explains 
why a second Scanity was needed for the project: “We have had a very good experience with our first Scanity, 
and as the National Library of Norway plans to digitize all of its film titles, we needed to expand our scanning 
capability.”

The new scanner from dft has been developed specifically for archives and facilities handling delicate or 
damaged film materials. Its patented HDR technology is adept at capturing data from dense black and white 
materials and its ‘wet gate’, a fluid tank which the film passes through, fills any surface imperfections with 
fluid at the point of scan. In addition to delivering superb, crisp pictures at high scanning speeds, users also 
benefit from Scanity’s renowned safe and gentle film handling – ensuring even the most delicate of film can 
be scanned for future generations to enjoy. Working alongside dft’s scanning capability, the National Library’s 
solution integrates the Dot Hill AssuredSAN® Ultra48™ storage solution, to manage the great quantity of data 
generated during the process.

Martin added, “With our new Scanity HDR, we are looking forward to testing the potential quality improvements 
that will come when scanning black and white film, and also in using the new wetgate system.” Simon Carter, 
Sales Director for dft added, “dft is delighted that the National Library of Norway have invested in a second 
Scanity for this important project. The team has already seen what can be achieved using Scanity – in terms 
of picture quality and through-put and we hope that this new addition will further enhance their workflow, so 
that they can manage and capture the best possible images from even the most damaged and delicate film 
materials.”



The Coffee Connect Session at Hyderabad with      
Mr. Naren Jawahrani, CEO, Prasad Corporation Pvt. 
Ltd. was made even more special by the presence 
of Mr.Ramesh Prasad. The session opened with 
his inspiring words on ‘Where Are We Now  and  
What We Should Do To Be the Best’ setting the 
tone for the rest of the evening. Mr.Naren then gave 
the gathering a good perspective on the multiple 
opportunities available with the group and avenues 
through which we can all grow. It was over whelming 
to see how all our employees instantly connected 
with our CEO, expressing their thoughts and sharing 
very valuable suggestions.

Team HR - Prasad Group

Team HR - Prasad Group

Coffee Connect moment at 
Prasad Group, Hyderabad

dft at the  
FOCAL International Awards

In May, dft and Prasad were proud to support customers 
and colleagues at the 12th FOCAL International 
Awards at the London Lancaster Hotel. Hosted by the 
Chief News Correspondent for the BBC, Katie Adie, 
the awards recognized producers, directors and other 
creative media professionals for excellence in the use of 
stock archival footage across all genres and platforms 
of production.

It was great to see so many of our customers (including 
the BBC, Eye Film, Prime Focus, Pinewood, ITN and 
Deluxe), at the event, especially as a number of projects 
completed using DFT products had been nominated 
for awards.

Congratulations to everyone who was shortlisted for a 
category, and to all the winners.

June 21st 2015 was declared as International 
Yoga Day by the United Nations General Assembly 
and to mark this day Prasad Group had a special 
event on June 18th 2015. The event included two 
introductory yoga sessions of 1.5 hours duration 
each (first session in English and second session in 
Tamil) in the first half of the day. The Yoga Sessions 
were presented to us by a representative from the 
renowned ISHA FOUNDATION GROUP. A special 
thanks to Mr. Raja Pandian of the CG Team who 
supported us in conducting this program.

A total of 65 enthusiastic participants from our 
organization attended the sessions and it sure 
proved to be a truly enriching experience. The 
event was made even more special by the presence 
of Mr. Naren Jawahrani, CEO - Prasad Corporation 
Pvt.Ltd

International Yoga Day Celebrations



•	 M S Prabhu – Cinematographer conducted a two day 
workshop on Lighting, Digital Cinematography including 
DI and Color Grading for 2nd year Cinematography 
students on 16th and 17th March, 2015.

•	 Prasanna Withanage, award winning Sri Lankan 
Filmmaker, graciously accepted to interact with the 
2nd year Direction Students over two days. Screening 
of his film ‘Darkness on a full moon day’ and ‘within 
you, without you’ was followed by lively discussions 
on characterization, screenplay, visualization, creative 
decisions and narrative layers.    

•	 Kiran, Art Director for several Tamil films, interacted with 
the 1st year students on 22nd March 2015 speaking 
on the planning and preparation that is crucial for art 
direction.  

•	 Poornima Vijayakumar, National Award winning 
costume designer of ‘Pardesi’, delivered a guest lecture 
on challenges of costume designing for period films on 
27th March, 2015. She answered student queries on 
the research that goes into costume designing for films, 
the issues that crop up during shoot and management 
strategies for the same.

•	 Indierigs, a creative camera equipment outfit based in 
Bangalore had a one day demo of a DSLR Rig on May 
8th 2015 at L.V.Prasad Film & TV Academy, Chennai 
with variable focus lens and slider to the students. The 
team allowed students to test the equipment through the 
day and it was a learning experience for them.  

•	 Sony in collaboration with LV Prasad Film & TV Academy 
and SICA  conducted a one day demo workshop of 
the Sony 4K camera for members of the film fraternity 
and students of the academy at the LVPA auditorium 
and Studio floor on May 20th 2015. The Workshop 
was well attended and the students interacted with the 
Cinematographers who were at the workshop.  

•	 Sashikanth, well known cinematographer and former 
producer at Puthiya Thalaimurai Channel conducted 
a 3-day workshop for the 2nd year Cinematography 
students on lighting for Mise en scene between May 25th 
and 27th 2015.  

•	 A 3 day Mise en Scene workshop was conducted by 
Samar Nakhate, former faculty in the TV wing at the FTII, 
Pune between June 8th and 10th 2015. He shared his 
insights on scripting, characterization, preparation and 
filming for the mise en scene. 

•	 The screening of  ‘A Gathering at the Carnival Shop’, 
on K.Ramanujam, by visual artist Mohanakrishnan 
Haridasan was followed by an interaction with the 
filmmaker on documentary techniques while making 
films on art and artists on June 18th 2015.

Events at L.V.Prasad Film & TV Academy, Chennai

  Poornima  Vijayakumar’s Workshop

  Sony 4K Workshop

  Samar Nakhate’s Workshop

  Students practising with DSLR rig

  Mohanakrishnan Haridasan Interaction

The film “Mudivai Thedum Muttrupulli” 
directed by Vivek Vishwanathan, student of 
L.V.Prasad Film & TV Academy has been 
awarded the Best Film at the Kashish LGBTQ 
Film Festival, 2015.



Hyderabad’s Pride

Anniversary of Prasad Group Founder L .V. Prasad

1. People for Ethical Treatment of Animals, India (PETA) volunteers 
conducted a campaign of awareness at Prasads on 8th May 2015 
indicating that cow’s milk maybe the perfect food, but only for baby 
cows. Children adorned cute cow costumes and held placards advising 
the public to revisit their food habits.

2. 92.7 BIG FM, launched a water conservation awareness drive - Pani 
Bachao, Life Banao. In line with this initiative, 92.7 BIG FM conducted 
the largest kids painting competition for children below 16 years at 
Prasads on 6th June 2015. The goal was to create a record for the 
largest number of children participating in a painting contest.

3. Bajaj Pulsar displayed its new models RS & NS 200 at Prasads on 
20th and 21st June 2015.
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Employees of Prasad Group across all our facilities paid their respects to our founder Mr.L.V.Prasad on his 21st 
Anniversary on 22nd June 2015. Mr.Ramesh Prasad paid a floral tribute to the statue of Mr.L.V.Prasad at 
L.V.Prasad Marg, Hyderabad and a pooja was performed at Prasad Group, Hyderabad.



Welcome to Prasad Group

April for us, was all about NAB. This was our big 
event of the year, and gave us a focus in which to 
launch new product developments, check out what 
else is going on in the industry and, of course, meet 
our friends and colleagues from around the world.   
 
This year we were tucked away in the Lower South Hall, 
sharing a pitch with our colleagues at Prasad Corp. It 
was a fair walk from the main entrance, so we knew 
that those who came to visit us were either genuinely 
interested in what we do (or had lost their way and had 
need of refreshment and a sit down!)

Our development team worked hard to show a number of 
new advances this year. These included the unveiling of 
a number of new features for the Scanity HDR, including 
the wetgate and new film gate options (16plus) for 
smaller film formats. The new wetgate was truly the 
‘star of the show’ and was demonstrated live, showing 
impressive results. In addition to demonstrating this live, 
we also ran a short film clip, developed by one of our 
customers showing a wetgate in action. 

This new lens gate assembly (for 16mm, 35mm gauges) 
includes a fluid tank, which the film passes through, 
filling any surface imperfections with fluid at the point 
of scan. In addition to delivering superb, crisp pictures 
at high scanning speeds (faster than other scanners in 
‘wet’ mode), users also benefit from Scanity’s renowned 
safe and gentle film handling – ensuring even the most 
delicate of film can be scanned for future generations to 
enjoy.

dft at NAB 2015

Dr.S.Venkat Kumar has joined Prasad Corporation Pvt 
Ltd as Senior Vice President – Operations. Dr.Venkat 
has a Doctorate in Management Studies and comes 
with more than 27 years of rich experience in the 
areas of BPO Operations, Projects, Finance, and 
General Management. He will be heading Restoration 
and DMD operations of Prasad Corporation Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Padma Prasad V R joined L.V.Prasad Film & TV 
Academy as Manager – Short Term Courses. He 
comes with more than 15 years of rich experience 
in Branding & P  romotions, Marketing and Channel 
Management. He was earlier associated with Arena 
Animation, NIIT Limited, Globarena Technologies 
and United Drugs. 

Mr.Prabhu.K joined as Manager – Business 
Development Audio & Camera Department, 
responsible for Chennai and Bangalore regions. He 
comes with more than 21 years of rich experience  
and was earlier associated with Vikatan Talkies, 
Aahaa FM, Sun TV, Zee Tamizh and Produced & 
Directed over 10 corporate films, Tamil and Kannada 
Serials. 

Mr. V. Ranganathan joined as VP & Head – HR.  
Hecomes to us with experience of more than 
19 years in the Human Resources field from 
Manufacturing and IT industries. He has been 
associated with brands such as Smith Kline 
Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Robert Bosch, Bharti 
Telesoft, Satyam and HCL. 

Simon Carter - Sales Director, DFT

Wedding Bells

Prasad Media Corporation Ltd., Hyderabad

EFX - Hyderabad

Baby News

D Nagarjuna, Associate - Fun Factory
K Vinod Kumar, Associate - Fun Factory
P Somesh, Associate - Fun Factory
B Rani, Associate - Fun Factory
D Swathi, Associate - Fun Factory
R Vijay Kumar, Associate - Fun Factory
P Kiran, Associate - Fun Factory

Nageswar Reddy, Conformist - DI was blessed with a 
Baby Boy on 27th May 2015

V.Brahma Reddy, Compositor - CG married Lavanya on 
1st May 2015
S.SriKrishna Anjaneyulu, Compositor - CG married Ganga 
Jale Lakshmi on 5th June 2015 

EFX - Hyderabad



28, Arunachalam Road, Saligramam, Chennai - 600 093.  Phone : + 91 44 23764432, 23764434 
Fax : + 91 44 23764395 www.prasadgroup.org

Offices & Facilities at : Chennai  |  Mumbai  |  Bangalore  |  Bhubaneswar  |  Hyderabad     
Thiruvananthapuram  |  Kolkata  |  USA  |  UK  |  Germany | Japan

The next issue of CONNECT covering the months of July, August & September 2015 will be published in October 2015.  
Please email your articles (before 15th September 2015), news (before 30th September 2015) and 
suggestions to connect@prasadgroup.org

The Tamil New Year Celebration “Mega Tamizh Puthandu Thiruvizha” held on April 13th 2014 was an event 
that will be remembered for a long time.  Employees from all divisions flocked the venue, a gathering of new 
and old faces. As the DJs blasted the Peppy Number “Danga Maari” the event kicked off with the Slow Cycling 
Race, flagged off by Mr. Naren Jawahrani, CEO - Prasad Corporation Pvt. Ltd. As time rolled on the participants 
number swelled and the buzz around the game corner increased. There was no stopping after that, while our 
Men Folk competed in the Slow Cycling Race, Sack Race and Seven Stones. Our Lovely Ladies hurried with 
Lemons and Spoons!!

Tamil New Year Celebrations

Team HR - Prasad Group


